Adventure Knitting 2

The Mysterious Trunk

Choose between 6 different shapes and
24 different stitch pattern options!
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com
Ebook, plus foldable, bindable, covered print book,
and four different printable fortune telling items!
This collection comes in the form of a DIY bindable
book - print just the pages you need.
The next page talks in more details about the different
parts of the pdf.
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Are you ready to open up The Mysterious Trunk? For
this knitting adventure, you’ll not only discover pages full
of patterns, but also (printable) items which can help you
choose your knit elements at random... or which can help
the spirits guide your choices! For all shapes/items, you’ll
be knitting flat, using increases and decreases for
shaping; the different stitch patterns you can pick may
involve twisted stitches, lace, textures, slip-stitch designs,
optional simple colorwork - they range in difficulty level,
and since there are 24 to choose from, you can easily skip
any that don’t appeal to you.
The 24 stitch patterns are both written and charted, and
the 6 shape patterns (divided into 3 sections) are written
out, with some symbols used as a visual reference. There
are some process photos in the ebook shown throughout
the first 2 sections (and given at the end of the print
book), and there are finished photos with notes for each
sample at the end of the ebook (pages 43-49), including a
swatch of all 24 stitch patterns.
The content in the DIY print book and the ebook are
nearly identical. If you print and make the book, then
you’ll just need the printable fortune telling items of your
choice, and you may want to print / look at the finished
sample item photos/info and the extra pages, 59-62.
For making the 112 page bound book, there are written
tutorials at the end, on pages 78-79. Also, in the video from the first
Adventure Knitting book is a full video tutorial for folding and binding the book that one was fewer pages, but it’s made using the same techniques.

The parts
The main ebook is first, pages 3-42 - this is everything you need to do the knitting.
At the end of the ebook, pages 43-49 are photos of all the finished sample
pieces, with detailed notes about each one.
All fortune telling items are next - page 50 will tell you what to print and how,
etc. The printable items are on pages 51-58.
Then there are a few bonus pages, for extra info/help - the Narrowing down your
options page 59 lists the stitch patterns grouped by type; the Cheat sheet
pages 60-61 will help you get going with section 1 in case you are having a
hard time beginning; the Samples page 62 shows photos and basic info for all samples on one printable page.
Then there’s the printable DIY book, cover on page 63, 14 pages of folding booklets on pages 64-77. The DIY
book includes everything from the main ebook, except the process photos are small and are missing many of
the annotations - so if you’re using this version and want extra visual help, check in with the ebook version.
Lastly, folding and binding tutorials for the DIY book are on pages 78-79.

To see lots of finished adventure knit items, head to the Adventure Knitting 2: The Mysterious Trunk page on
ravelry, or find links to photos and projects through the leethalknits.com page.
Head to leethalknits.com for tutorials and tons of patterns, including more Adventure Knitting! (Adventure
Knitting 2: The Mysterious Trunk is copyright Lee Meredith 2014 - for personal use only, no reprinting/redistributing
- thanks! Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry group if you have questions or need help.)
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Choose between 6 different shapes
and 24 different stitch pattern options!

THE MYSTERIOUS
TRUNK ebook
by L ee Meredith

le e t h alkn it s . co m

You arrive at your aunt's house on a
pleasant, breezy day in August, bags
packed with a couple weeks’ worth of
clothes and books. She has invited you to
housesit while she's on vacation, since she
knows you've always loved her cats. As you
walk up to the front door, you realize what that nagging has been in the back
of your head throughout the five hour journey - you forgot your knitting!
And you'd been so looking forward to spending these weeks in a cooler
region, so much nicer knitting here than where you've been for the first
month of summer! You curse your forgetfulness and cross your fingers,
hoping there's a good local yarn shop nearby, as you knock on the door.
After saying hello and going through the housesitting checklist, you
casually ask about the LYS situation. She says she thinks there is a small
shop downtown, not far from here (huge sigh of relief!), but you've
reminded her of something. When she was tidying up the attic a few weeks
ago, she came across a trunk that had belonged to her aunt, your great aunt,
and had ended up with her several years back - she'd always meant to sort
through it but it had gotten hidden behind some boxes and forgotten over the
years. She'd popped it open, and seen a bunch of yarn and some hand-knit
items. Since you'd be here housesitting in a couple weeks, she'd decided to
leave it there for you to have first dibs on anything that interested you, since
you're the only big knitter in the family.
"So you might want to take a look at that trunk first, before hitting the
yarn store, just in case there's any useable yarn in there."
You think, cool, I might save a few bucks. You never met
that great aunt; you might remember her name coming up
in some of your dad's stories, but you're not sure.
So once you've gotten settled in, played with the cats a bit, and your aunt
has left on her trip, you pull down the attic ladder and head up. A big, old
steamer trunk sits near the window, filled with wooly mystery. You hope for
something awesome as you unfasten the metal clasp...
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Using the fortune
telling stuff
Print out whichever fortune telling items you want
now, or when you read about each one in the story,
throughout this book.
You can choose to use a different item for each
knitting section, or use one throughout, or use them in
any way you want!

The board
If you own a Ouija board planchette (the thing you
hold over it to find messages), you can use that and
treat this like a real Ouija board. Or, toss a small
object (like a loop of yarn) over the board and see
where it lands.
The shapes are for the objects you can knit - read
the shape descriptions on the following pages to
make decisions about exactly what kind of item you
want to make.
The symbols represent the stitch patterns. You
can use the board later on to pick stitch patterns the
same way, if you want to.

Pick your
shape

Shapes
The first four shapes are approximately the same
difficulty level as each other - the polygon and
crescent shapes are higher difficulty levels because
there is more to keep track of; you’ll need to read your
knitting and remember more steps for those two
shapes.

! Rectangle
A rectangle can be made in pretty much any size
and dimensions, from a small square dishcloth, to a
giant blanket, to a narrow, long scarf shape. You
can even make two rectangles sized appropriately for
your body, seam them together when you’re done,
and make a boxy sleeveless top! (Details are included
for that project;
pictured at right.) Use
worsted weight cotton
to make up some
basic dishcloths if you
want to get the hang
of the patterns before
making something
larger or more
complex. For a warm
weather, loose boxy
top, use a lightweight
linen or cotton blend
yarn.

@ Tr i a n g l e
This basic shape is
the easiest of them
all, slightly simpler to make than the rectangle and
strips. It can be made any size - so a small triangle
can make a kerchief for your head (pictured), a larger
one can be a neck accessory, and a very large triangle
will make a nice shawl. For a small (kerchief) piece, a
weight lighter than worsted is recommended (sock
yarn works great for a kerchief).
Let the spirits choose your shape, or read the
descriptions and then make your own informed
decision. Either way, read your chosen shape’s info,
and the yarn notes, then pick your yarn(s) and get
ready to cast on!
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^ Crescent
A long, asymmetrical shape, this can be made as a
big, long shawl/wrap, or it will work smaller as a
shawlette type thing. Any size can be made in any
weight yarn.

Beginner / testing out the patterns option:

& Swatch-style basic rectangle

# Strip

or loop

Make a long strip to be a scarf, or a loop to be
either a short/fitted cowl or a long infinity scarf
style cowl. The strip and loop are the same
pattern - the loop is just sewn together when
you’re done knitting.

This shape option will basically allow you to
make a swatch trying out different stitch patterns,
without having to worry about shaping increases/
decreases. If you are nervous about keeping track
of different things at the same time, or you just
want to try out stitch patterns to see what they
look like before making a complex piece, follow the
instructions for this extra shape option. This
option can make a nice dishcloth in cotton, or it
can be made long for a scarf.

Yarn notes for all shapes

$ Bent

strip

This sort-of-L shape makes a great scarf,
the bend helping it to stay wrapped around
your neck nicely. It can be made more long
and narrow, or extra wide to be more like a
wrap/shawl type of piece.

% Polygon
Meant to be made quite large, this is a very deep
(or tall), symmetrical shawl/wrap type of item. Any
yarn weight will work, though because of its large size
either using a heavy weight (like worsted or heavier) or
working at a loose gauge in a lighter weight is
recommended, both to go more quickly, and to make
for a drapey shawl.

Try to use yarn that will block well - blocking will be
somewhat important to smooth everything out. Also,
yarn with good stitch definition is recommended.

Weight/gauge
Any weight yarn can be used with any shape,
but think about the type of piece you want to make.
Use a lightweight yarn, like fingering or sport, for a
lightweight item, like a drapey shawl; use a heavier
weight, like worsted or aran, for warmer, denser items,
like cozy winter cowls or scarves.
Same with gauge - the stitch patterns in this
collection will look fine in a normal gauge or a looseish gauge, so choose gauge according to how you
want your piece (standard - the gauge/needle size
recommended on the yarn ball band - for denser
fabric, extra loose for drapey, loose fabric).
Due to minimum stitch counts, with a narrow
rectangle, a strip or loop, and a bent strip, for a
narrow width you’ll need a light weight. The most
narrow you can get with a bulky weight is around
10-11 inches / 25-28 cm wide; the most narrow in
worsted weight is around 8-9 inches / 20-23 inches;
in sport weight it’s around 6.5 inches / 16 cm. Wider
widths can be made in any weights.
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Samples
(On one printable page - see pages 43-49 for flat photos, and
lists of every stitch pattern used on each sample piece.)
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Swatch-style basic rectangle sample

3 repeats across, all stitch patterns worked in order - pattern
#1 starts at the bottom, through #24 at the top, and topped off
with one last #1; aran weight piece is approx 40 inches / 100
cm long, 7.25 inches / 18 cm wide, big enough to make a
small scarf, fastened with a pin. (Pictured left top and at right.)

! Rectangle

sample (dishcloth)

Worsted weight cotton (Lily Sugar'n Cream), approx 100
yards / 91 meters used; 46 stitches across section 2; approx
15 x 10 inches / 38 x 25 cm.

@ Tr i a n g l e

/ 80 meters used;
from section 2
/ 47 cm long
cm tall up the

or loop sample (loop)

Aran weight yarn (Quince and Co. Osprey), approx 313 yards /
286 meters used; 61 stitches across section 2; approx 13
inches / 33 cm wide (tall) x 37 inches / 94 cm circumference.

$ Bent

Leo
Cancer
Moon
Aries

sample (kerchief)

Sock yarn (Anzula Squishy), approx 88 yards
approx 54 stitches at center (when switching
first part to second part); approx 18.5 inches
across top (plus i-cord ties) x 7.5 inches / 19
center.

# Strip

Neptune

strip sample

Sport weight yarn (Brown Sheep Lanaloft Sports Weight),
approx 435 yards / 398 meters used total; 52 stitches across
section 2; approx 6.5 inches / 16.5 cm wide x 45 inches / 114
cm long on the first side, 48 inches / 122 cm long on the
second side (along longer outside edges; plus i-cords).

% Polygon

Libra
Sun

sample (small-ish size)

Bulky weight yarn (Brown Sheep Lanaloft Bulky; Patons Classic
Wool Roving), approx 400 yards / 366 meters used total;
approx 54 inches / 137 cm long across top edge x 25 inches /
64 cm tall up center.

^ Crescent

sample (large size)

Astraea
Hebe
Pallas
Vesta
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Worsted weight yarn (Dream in Color Classy; Fly Dyed 5 ply
TLC english wool; unknown blue wool yarn), approx 610
yards / 558 meters used total (section 1 used approx 60 yards / 55 meters; section 2 used approx 230 yards / 210
meters; section 3 used approx 320 yards / 293 meters; so very approximately 10% yardage in section 1, 40% in
section 2, and 50% in section 3); approx 80 inches / 203 cm long across top edge, when held straight x 16 inches /
41 cm tall up center.

! Rectangle

sample (boxy top)

Sport weight 60% Linen, 40% Merino (Louet MerLin Sport Weight) at an extra loose gauge, approx 432 yards / 395
meters used; made as a square, skipping from section 1 to section 3 when section 1 side reached across from
outside of one shoulder to the other; approx 18.5 inches / 47 cm square.
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Steps (after cutting and
creasing along fold lines):

Fold the top and bottom tabs
in (looking at the cover right
side up), then fold the side tabs
in on top and glue them down.

Glue down spine tabs*.

Press and let dry.

Score/crease the very light grey
lines on either side of the spine
and fold cover.
To see lots of different
finished adventure knit items, head to
the Adventure Knitting: The Mysterious Trunk
page on ravelry.com, or find photos and links
through the Adventure Knitting 2 page on
leethalknits.com.
Also head to
leethalknits.com to
find technique photo
tutorials and tons of
other knitting patterns by
Lee Meredith!

Choose each element of your mysterious
trunk knitting adventure, picking the shape/
item and patterns you like best, or choosing
randomly by using the fortune telling items - a
symbol-filled board, a fortune teller (which you
can customize with your favorite pattern
options), a deck of divination cards, and a
numerology sheet. All of your
choices will result in different
designs, along with your pick
of yarn(s), size, etc. All the
choices are yours to
make!

Adventure Knitting!

lee thalk ni ts. co m

by L ee M er edi th

MYSTERIOUS
TRUNK

THE

Choose between 6 different shapes
and 24 different stitch pattern options!

Adventure Knitting 2

CUT along all the
dotted lines.

FOLD along the
yellow solid lines.

Make folds just on the
insides of the yellow lines
so that the lines are
hidden on the inside and
not showing on the cover.

Score and/or fold
along the light
grey spine lines.
These 4 corner parts are
all cut off.

these 4 triangles
are cut out

Adventure Knitting: The Mysterious Trunk
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com
* spine notes below

*Fold up and glue down the
tabs sticking out from the
spine, to the inside, to
reinforce the spine - if you
are using thick card stock
you may choose to skip this
step and cut off those tabs.

Make your booklets
A

B

Note: The video for Adventure Knitting #1 (Adventure Knitting! on
youtube.com/leethalknitter) includes a visual tutorial for folding;
skip ahead to 2min 52sec in.

Print out each booklet page on
your standard size paper,
centered, fit to page so no text
gets cut off (it’s okay if you need
to shrink it to make it all fit).
The pages were designed for
US standard 8.5x11 inch paper;
if you are using a different size
paper (or if your printer won’t
print centered), then you’ll just
need to trim off the excess
white space around the sides,
as needed, to make everything
centered on your page, as
explained...

G
With the page folded in half
widthwise, cut along the
center printed line, up to the
next fold line, through both
layers of the folded page (H).
(You are cutting a slit through
the center of the page.)

H

Find the cover page of the
booklet, and wrap all the
pages around with the cover
on top (J).

Note: for all these folds, do not
crease super hard now.

C

I
Fold in half lengthwise, so that
the fold is on the long line (A) - if
the page did not print centered,
fold on that line, then trim off
excess white space to make the
edges line up when it’s folded
on the line (B).

D

E

F

Fold page widthwise, folding on
the little notch in the middle of
the long line, which is the center
of the book page (C).
Now, with the page folded
widthwise, bring each side up
to that center fold, making folds
that land at the ends of the long
line (D) (so you are dividing the
page into fourths, fold lines
between the book pages).
Then trim off excess white
space on either edge that goes
up past the center, so that if
you open up the center fold, the
edges just meet and don’t
overlap (E).
Once your page is folded, and
all excess white space has been
trimmed off, you should have
the page divided into eight
equal size rectangles, with all
the fold lines running between
the book pages (F and G).
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Open up the page, then fold
lengthwise, and the paper
should open up like you see
here (I).

J

K

L

In order to make the neatest
booklet possible, follow these
next steps to make your final
creases. (Just folding it
quickly into place will often
result in a messy last page,
and a generally uneven and
sloppy looking book.)
Take the last page (which is
connected by a fold at the
top, with the bottom two
sheets open) and pinch the
bottom corners together so
they are lined up evenly, then
pinch that last page together
with the second-to-last page,
then with the second page, so
you are pinching together all
the pages except for the cover
page. Now hold those
pinched pages down on your
tabletop, held neatly lined up,
and bring the cover page up
over the top, as tightly as
possible (K), then crease
everything into place.
Now you should have a neatly
folded booklet (L)!
Repeat the steps for all
booklet sheets, then move on
when you are ready to bind
them together into a full book!
78

Bind your booklets
Note: The video for Adventure Knitting #1 (Adventure
Knitting! on youtube.com/leethalknitter) includes a visual
tutorial for binding; skip ahead to 9min 21sec in. (That howto is for fewer booklets, so you’ll need a longer thread.)
You’ll need your 14 folded booklets, a pencil, a sewing
needle (an embroidery needle works well), and sturdy thread.
Start by holding all booklets together, so spines make a
flat surface, tops and bottoms aligned; make pencil marks in
two spots, approx .75”/2cm in from top and bottom,
straight across booklets.
Now poke holes with your needle through the spines to the
insides of each booklet, where the marks are, through each
page opening. Go from the spines, through the same spine
hole, through to every page, so when you’re done you’ve
poked through every layer of paper at the spine of all booklets.
Thread needle and, with thread length of approx 4 yards/
meters, bring needle out top hole of center page of first
book, leaving tail of a few inches loose inside book.
Bring needle in (from spine) top hole of first page of
second book, then out bottom hole (out to spine).
Bring needle in bottom hole of last page of first book, out
top.
(Always go in same top/bottom hole you just came out,
and go out opposite hole, so thread is carried up/down
insides of books.)
Go in top center page of second book, out bottom.
Go in bottom first page of third book, out top.
Go in top last page of second book, out bottom.

Neatening up the spine:
To work this final step with
the same thread you’ve been
using, leave working thread in
needle and go on to the next
line below. To weave over the
spine with a different thread (to
be more decorative), work these
steps with the new thread.
Go out top of center page of
first book.
Bring thread back across to top
of last book while weaving all
the binding threads together:
Go down between first and
second booklets, to one side
of binding threads, then back
up through to other side of
binding threads.
Repeat between second and
third booklets, then repeat between third and fourth
booklets, and so on, until you’ve wrapped around the
binding threads between each book to the last one.
Go in top center page of last book, then out bottom.
Work across to bottom of first book, working same steps to
wind around binding threads, and end by going back in
bottom of center page of first book.
Now tie this end to the beginning end, at one of the holes,
then use the needle to bring the thread ends through the
hole into the inside of the booklet, between the paper
sheets, to hide them in the book. Repeat that for other
ends as needed.

Go in bottom center page of third book, out top.
Go in top first page of fourth book, out bottom.
Now the binding pattern is established:
If you just came out first page of a book, go in last page of
previous book.
If you just came out last page of a book, go in center of next
book.
If you just came out center page of a book, go in first page
of next (newly added) book.
Work in established binding pattern until you reach the last
booklet - after going into top center of last booklet, out
bottom:
Ending step 1: Go in bottom first page of first book, out
top.
Ending step 2: Go in top last page of last book, out bottom.
Ending step 3: Go in bottom center page of first book.
Tie this end to the beginning end, at the bottom hole.

Extra bound binding
If you’d prefer, you can make 3 or 4 holes in all books
instead of 2, then work all steps twice. For 3 holes, use
bottom/middle holes as bottom/top, then work all steps
again, using middle/top as bottom/top holes. For 4 holes,
use the bottom 2 holes as bottom/top, then work all steps
again using the top 2 as bottom/top.

Cover
To add the extra cover, print it on regular paper or on
card stock for a harder cover, then follow folding and cutting
directions on that page, glue down tabs, and press under a
stack of books and let dry overnight. (You can use 2-sided
tape instead if you’re impatient!)
Once it’s dry, crease (or score) along the light grey spine
lines. Slip the first and last pages of your bound book into
the cover pockets. The front and back pages will be hidden
inside the cover flaps, but the front book page is just the
cover, which is replaced by the new cover, and the back
page is only needed for finishing the top project.
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